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2) Genetic Code Degeneracy
Most amino acids in the genetic code are coded by 2-to-6 different codons. 
Consequently, many DNA inserts code for the same peptide.  For example :

AGC CTC CGG CCG GTC

AGT TTA AGA CCT GTA
TCC CTA AGG CCA GTT Ser-Leu-Arg-Pro-Val

Actually, there are 3,456 different DNA sequences coding for this short peptide! Given a 
target peptide, we want to exploit this flexibility, and choose the “best” DNA sequence, with 
respect to the GC-Constrains, coding for it [1].

1) Motivation
Cloning of long DNA sequences (40-60 bases) into phage display libraries using PCR is important 
for constructing non random, directional phage libraries. It is a low efficiency process, in which 
PCR is used to incorporate a DNA insert, coding for a certain peptide, into the amplified 
sequence. The PCR efficiency in this process is strongly affected by the distribution of G-C 
bases in the amplified sequence. Any DNA insert coding for the target peptide may be 
attempted, so the genetic code degeneracy allows a flexibility in choosing part of the amplified 
sequence. The number of inserts coding for the same peptide is exponential in the peptide length. 
This raises the computational problem of efficiently finding an insert, whose parameters are 
optimal for PCR cloning. We formulate the problem, and solve it efficiently.

3) The GC-Constrains 
The complement bases G and C form three hydrogen bonds (“strong bases”), while the bases A and T form 
only two (“weak bases”). 

The PCR efficiency of the cloning process depends on two attributes of the base composition [2,3] :

Global constrain : The efficiency increases when the GC content (namely, the proportion of   G-C bases in 
the sequence) is restricted to the range 40%-60%, and to a narrower range in certain scenarios. We want 
to find coding sequences that adhere to the optimal GC content for our reaction. 

Local constrain : Consecutive GC intervals in the sequence, such as  GCCCGG, decrease efficiency  and 
should be avoided. We want to find coding sequences that adhere to the maximal allowed run length.

Man, I could use an Example
We want to clone the peptide Ser-Leu-Arg-Pro-Val. Suppose we want the  DNA sequence  coding 
for it to have GC content of exactly 8/15, and no GC run longer than 3. 

The following three sequences all code for this peptide. Are they any good?

AGC CGC CGC CGC CTC CGG CCG GC CGG CCG GC CGG CCG GC CGG CCG GTCCCC

AGT TTA AGA CCT GTA
TCC CTA AGG CCA GTT

GC content= 12/15 , max. run length= 8. Terrible !!

GC content= 8/15 (ok), max. run length= 4 (too long!)

GC content= 5/15 (too low!), max. run length= 2 (ok) 

4) The “Rate & Run” Computational Problem
Given a peptide with N amino acids, a target GC content (m/3N) and a maximal GC run length (d), 
find a DNA sequence, such that : 

(1) The sequence codes for the target peptide. (2) The sequence contains exactly m “strong”
nucleotides (i.e. GC content of m/3N), and (3) All GC runs in the sequence are of length d at 
most. If there is no solution, the algorithm should so declare. 
At a first glace, it’s a difficult problem, due to combination of global and local constrains 

5) Genetic Code Symmetry
The key to our efficient algorithm is an interesting  symmetry, which we 
discovered in the standard genetic code. 

Given a DNA sequence                      ,  replace each G and C with “s” (for 
strong)  and each T and A with “w” (weak). This is the “signature”,                ,   
of this sequence.    For example, the signature of ATC GCT is wws ssw.

We project each codon in the genetic code on its signature. For example, the 
amino acid Arginine has six codons, {CGA,CGT,CGC,CGG,AGA,AGG}, and the 
set of their signatures is {ssw,sss,wsw,wss}. All four signatures have the 
middle position fixed to “s”. On the other hand, both the left and right 
positions are independently variable : For any signature created by assigning 
‘w’ or ‘s’ to the left position, and ‘w’ or ‘s’ to the right position, there is an 
Arginine codon with that signature. So we can abbreviate the set of 
signatures of Arginine simply as *s*, where any “*” can be independently
replaced by either “s” or by “w”. This single string abbreviation fully 
describes the set of Arginine’s signatures, and is called the “representation”
of the set of codons of Arginine. When a set of codons can be described by a 
representation, we call it “representable”.

The Symmetry Observation : Consider the standard genetic code as a 
partition of                 into 21 disjoint subsets, of which twenty code for 
amino acids, and one is the “Stop” codons set. Then all the amino acid sets are 
representable, while the set of “Stop” codons is not. 

By the symmetry observation, we can define a function that maps the amino 
acids into the set of representations. This mapping is depicted in the table on 
the left.

Given a peptide with N amino acids, the mapping determines the 
representation (of length 3N) of this peptide. We can assign either “w” or “s”
instead of any “*”. Suppose we replaced all the “*” and obtained some 
signature. By the symmetry, there exists a coding sequence having this 
signature !
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Are all codon sets representable ?
The set of codons {CGA,GCG,TGG,ACA,TGA} is represented by *s*. 

However, the set {CCC,ACA} is not representable: if we want a strong 
nucleotide on the left position, we must also have a strong nucleotide on the 
right position. We cannot choose “w” or “s” for any position independently of 
the others.

In a random partition of                   into disjoint subsets, representable
subsets would be a rare event. In this sense, the symmetry is a surprising fact.

3},,,{ GCTA

The rate & run problem is concerned only with the weak/strong structure of 
the sequence. So we reduce it to a problem in representations as follows. Given 
a representation R of length 3N, strong nucleotide rate (m/3N) and maximal 
GC run length (d), replace every “*” in R with “s” or “w”, such that :

(1) “s” appears exactly m times in the signature obtained, and (2) the runs of 
consecutive “s” in the signature obtained are no longer than d.

6) Symmetry simplifies the problem

Given a representation R, and constrains m and d as above, we find an assignment 
of “s” and “w” to all “*”, achieving the maximal number of “s” it is possible to 
assign without violating the run length limit d.  If m > this maximal number, no 
solution exists. Otherwise, this maximal assignment used too many “s” – we 
change some “*” into “w” instead, and achieve the target number m. 

To find this maximal assignment, we scan R from left to right, and greedily assign 
“s” to every “*” we can, satisfying the run length limit. We showed that the 
signature obtained by this “one-pass” algorithm is a maximal assignment for R.

7) Efficient solution

Demonstration, please

Brute force ?
Q: Why not perform an exhaustive search, namely 
check all DNA sequences coding for the target 
peptide?

A: The number of DNA sequences coding for a 
peptide is almost always exponential in the peptide 
length (in the example above, over 3^5 sequences 
code for a 5 amino acid-peptide)

Currently, labs clone peptide with up to N=30 amino 
acids. An exhaustive search is not feasible from N 
about 20. Therefore, an efficient algorithm is 
desired.  

We have developed a “one-pass” algorithm, which 
solves this problem in O(N)  steps.

Earlier, we wanted to optimize the peptide Ser-Leu-Arg-Pro-Val for cloning, under the constrains : GC content 
of 8/15 (m=8),  and run length limit d=3. We saw three guesses not satisfying the constraints. Now, let’s use the 
algorithm. First, find the representation of this peptide (see the symmetry table) :Ser  Leu   Arg  Pro  Val

ws*  *w*  *s*  ss*   sw*
Next, we scan from left to right, and assign “s” where the run length d=3
allows : 

0) ws**w**s*ss*sw*  1) wss*w**s*ss*sw* 2) wsssw**s*ss*sw* 3) wsssws*s*ss*sw*

4) wssswsss*ss*sw*  5) wssswssswss*sw* 6) wssswssswsswsw* 7) wssswssswsswsws

The signature obtained  contains 10 “s”, so a solution exists. We need two fewer “s”, so we arbitrarily change the 
two first “*” from “s” to “w”, and obtain wswwwssswsswsws.
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9)  Nonstandard Genetic codes
We examined some of the non-standard genetic codes appearing in [4,5] for symmetry. Among 
eleven codes examined, eight are symmetric and three aren’t. As an interesting example of a non-
symmetric code, consider the Yeast Mitochondrial code, described in [6]. It is not symmetric due 
to the set of Threonine codons, which is {CTT,CTC,CTA,CTG,ACT,ACC,ACA,ACG} - clearly not 
representable. We developed a dynamic programming (less efficient but polynomial-time) 
algorithm, which solves the rate & run problem for an arbitrary genetic code.

8) Converting back to codons
After finding the signature of the solution, we convert the it back to codons. This conversion 
isn’t uniquely determined, and considerations such as Codon Usage may be applied. To finish our 
solution example, we choose the back conversion AGT TTG CGT CCT GTC. It’s easy to check 
that this sequence codes for Ser-Leu-Arg-Pro-Val, with GC content of m=8 and longest run of 
length d=3, as desired.

Had we asked 
for a maximal 
run length limit 
d=2 instead of 
d=3, would our 
example problem 
still have a 
solution ?

Riddle


